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April Fools 2012 Update
From the Road (Almost)
Dear Family and Friends,
Late, but also timely in some way. I have delayed writing this again and again as our
departure has been tantalizingly imminent, but ultimately unrealized, for six weeks. The
anticipation and the effort to overcome the inertia, indeed the black hole-scale gravity of
LaLaLand, has been fatiguing.
We ended up staying at the cabin in Pine Mt. Club for quite a while, but are now bailing.
Allow me to spin the following tale to put things in somewhat warped perspective.
I found Rizona one evening sitting in front of the fire, playing her ukulele and singing a
powerfully moving song. She speaks languages I don’t understand, so I asked her what it
was. She replied it was her “Song of Longing” where she sings about the things she misses,
like the swaying palms, the swish of surf, the absence of clothes and inhibitions, the
afternoons of languid loving and napping, that she remembers from her tropical isle.
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I got to thinking “that was some sweet music she was playing,” and then I figured if I took
her somewhere the opposite of all those things she was longing for, she might sing some
even better songs of longing and maybe we could cash in on it.
So we are packing up and heading east - not Asia-East, but rather New England-East where the winters are long, the bugs are so ferocious they drive you indoors gesticulating
like a mad person, the locals are hostile to shorts in general, Hawaiian shirts in particular
and, well, anything “languid,” whatever the hell that might mean. There are lots of
different words for snow, and at any time of year the chorus to a drunken song can
appropriately be “Winter is a-comin in, Loud sign Goddamn!”
To get there, tired as we are of the southern routes, we are going to attempt a new route,
US Route 2, across the top of this great land, a fascinating bit of history. Check it out.
Things had gotten strange at the cabin anyway.
Our friend tried to plant his truck in the trees in the front yard as part of some avant-garde
art project, but the neighbors complained so we had to pull it out. Funny how gravity
works, so easy to roll something downhill, so difficult to roll it back uphill.

(A bit of an inside joke, but one of you is laughing like the mad man you are!)
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I started looking pregnant from lack of exercise, and found myself watching TV shows
which required the lowest possible IQ to understand and to guffaw at.

When I wasn’t working that is; working, working, working to build, out here in the forest, a
giant paper mountain, taunting the forest with its fallen brethren. Shuffle, shuffle, riffle,
stack, stack, shuffle.
Sometimes we would just shred paper and make fires with it.
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It was hard to focus, what with the mountains just outside the windows, calling “Bali hai,
come to me, bali hai, bali hai”

Often I would wander muttering from pile to pile looking for a document I knew was here,
just not sure where, here.
What madness is this? This compulsion to record, to file, to access, to store? Why can’t
we simply remember it all in our head? I’m sure we have the ability.
And now this massive weight of paper, stained with sweated blood, has to be hauled along
like a giant hemorrhoid anchor. Visions of the van tipping dangerously around curves.
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Rizona went crazy with her dehydrator and became quite good at making “leather” out of
pureed strawberries, bananas, yoghurt, well, anything for that matter.

Taking off on the idea of “rose colored” glasses she tried strawberry colored glasses,

but that didn’t work so well, especially when she was driving.
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She tried out strawberry-yoghurt skirts and swimsuits made of spaghetti sauce.

But wearing them was a problem as she would immediately be set upon by beasts, both
human and non-human, who devoured the clothes right off her. Her delighted squealing
and feigned flight only added to the feeding frenzy.
And I was starting to look too closely at things, contemplating to the point of miksangity.
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How perfect is this surface? So fragile, so temporary. Just touching it would ruin its
perfection.

And why would two pieces of the same wood, put in place side by side at the very same
time, and then subjected to identical years of weathering, have surfaces that look so very
different?
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The final straw was us in the pine forest howling at the super moon.

Time to go
And so we are leaving Pine Mt. Club, a scenic, oddly named place which we learned to
love, and where we made new friends.
We have shown you what PMC looks like from Mt. Pinos. This is the view north along the
San Andreas Fault, which has thankfully behaved itself while we merrily lived atop it.
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Climbing out of the vale to the west, from Mt Abel there are views to the south and west
of the mountains stacked up behind the Coast Ranges. Arri is over there somewhere. Just
gotta follow that dry creek to the ocean, and then take a left.

On the north rim of the vale, from Mt. San Emigdio there are views across the Great
Valley to the snowy Sierras.
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I learned again that everything looks better with snow on it.

How lovely is this sun dappled form?
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Geometries seem more striking when accented with snow.

And of course, you can see if anyone has come and gone, and how many there were, which
direction they went and how long ago they passed.
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We experienced an entire winter. Bough breaking snowfall.

Mountains, heavily frosted with snow at the higher elevations, in morning light.
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Some pix of Pine Mt Club, improbably nestled in a national forest.

Ahhhh.
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We have so enjoyed this quintessential forest of pine.
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And we have contemplated the clouds and the mountains doing their thing

But it is time to go. There are other mountains to see.
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This past quarter Arri introduced us to the modern 3D experience

And we had a swell time at the beach with Aibor.
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Did I mention we witnessed the rise of the supermoon?

We played with light and made art.
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Rizona met a dog. She’d never showed any inclination to talk to a dog before, but Buddy
was different, and she talked to Buddy, even dog sat him, and delighted in making Buddy
chicken nuggets and then asking him to do stupid dog tricks.

Buddy would look at me like, do I have to? And I would knowingly nod, and tell Buddy “If
you want that tasty nugget, you do!” having rolled around on the floor plenty of times
myself for cookies.
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We’ll miss this cabin, where so many pictures were taken out the front window.
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Oh, I almost forgot to mention, this past quarter we hurtled through space,

and through solid rock,
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saw an angel

took a picture postcard
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and had some very strange visions of our future……..

More on all that next update…….

Hope all is well. We enjoy hearing back from you. Please let us know what you are doing!
Lots of love,

The Jeschke Family
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